Shout-beauty-awards-2011
www.shoutmag.co.uk 14 Jan 2011
We wanna know what your fave beauty
products are–and we wanna know now!
Metique nominated for * Best Spot
Treatment *

METIQUE® - the Specialists in Tea Tree Oil Products

Sugarscope.com 4 Jan 2011 ...
METIQUE are offering 15 lucky readers
the chance to become spot free and
radiant ... Each set contains METIQUE's
unique Blended Tea Tree Oil and
Hygienic Skin Wash
www.sugarscape.com/main.../winmetique-tea-tree-oil-spot-relief-skincareset

Victoria Health.com 01/10/2010
Metique are delighted to announce
that the full range of Metique retail
Tea Tree Oil Products are also
available online from :
@Victoria Health.com

Another review
www.healingbeauty.co.uk November
2010
Next on the list is a fairly recent
discovery which I’ve blogged about
already, but I wanted to include it here
too: Metique Tea Tree Oil Hand and
Body Lotion. Metique isn’t a brand I’d
heard of before but I’m very glad to have
been introduced to it. This is a lovely
lightweight lotion which sinks into the skin
really easily, yet is very moisturising, so
is great if you’re in a rush. I use it after
showering at the gym. It also contains
tea tree oil which is a natural antiseptic,
so I’d suggest giving it a go if you get oily
skin or breakouts on your chest (or
anywhere else).
You can read more about this body lotion
www.teatreeoilproducts.co.uk

METIQUE® essentials are available online at
www.teatreeoilproducts.co.uk or www.victoriahealth.com

REVIEW 14 February 2011 Healingbeauty.co.uk
Metique 5% Tea Tree Oil Hygienic Skin Wash
and 3% Hygienic Cleanser.
After trying and enjoying I was recently sent
their Tea Tree Oil Hygienic Skin Wash (250ml)
and Hygienic Cleanser(100ml) to try. The
Metique range is all made with tea tree oil, a
natural antiseptic, and the range, originating in
Australia, was created with salon beauty and
healthcare professionals in mind. Metique
hygienic skin wash Formulated with 5% tea tree
oil, Metique Hygienic Skin Wash is antiseptic
and antibacterial, designed to clean and kill
germs while leaving skin soft and maintaining
your immune system’s natural balance. Its
sulphate free, therefore non-foaming and great
for sensitive skin as sulphates can be irritating,
especially with frequent use. It’s enriched with
Vitamin E for added moisture. I have used this a
few times now and it does exactly what it says it
will; it smells antiseptic (of tea tree) and leaves
my hands feeling very clean but not at all
‘squeaky’ and dry. It’s not a luxurious, fancy
product, but if you want something practical
that kills germs and is good for sensitive skin, I’d
definitely recommend it. This could be a great
product for mums wanting to keep your hands
germ free to protect your little ones, while
keeping your skin soft and nourished. Metique
says the formula is safe enough to use as a face
wash or for intimate areas too, although I
haven’t tested this myself. Metique Hygienic
Cleanser Have you tried any Metique products
yet? Let me know what you think.

Shout Beauty Awards 2011! | Shout
The
Beauty Pages.com
27 Aug 2010 ... E: 02/09
10pm
WIN 1 OF 10 METIQUE TEA
TREE OIL SUMMER
ESSENTIALS ...
The beauty-pages.com cir
15,000

Glamour.com
27/09/2010 cir 400,000
Metique Tea Tree Oil
Give away competition
Metique giveaway as part of
Bumper month of giveaway win
Shampoo, Conditioner, Antiseptic
Skin Wash and 100% Pure Tea
Tree Oil

Review from November 2010
www.healingbeauty.co.uk
Metique Hand & Body Lotion
METIQUE® - the Specialists in Tea Tree Oil Products

Sartorialmale.com
Metique 5% Hygienic Skin Wash
and 100% Tea Tree Oil
Review | sartorialmale.com
16 Nov 2010
Metique's 100% Tea Tree Oil
and 5% Hygienic Skin Wash are
the perfect preparation you need
for that week leading up to the
weekend...
sartorialmale.com/.../metiqueskin-wash-and-100-tea-tree-oilreview/

Sartorialmale.com
Overall: 9/10 –
Excellent products at
an excellent rate –
Metique have got date
night right!

The other product which has been a
lifesaver recently is Metique’s Tea Tree
Hand and Body Lotion. I hadn’t heard
of this range before being sent a
sample to try but have found it to be an
amazing product.
The hero ingredient (as suggested by
the name) is tea tree oil, a natural
antiseptic. It also contains Vitamin E to
moisturise. In texture this is a light
lotion which I find ideal for using in the
mornings as it absorbs really quickly.
It smells sort of medicinal (due to the
tea tree) which at first I wasn’t sure
about but have gotten used to; the
scent doesn’t linger on your skin
anyway so it’s not a problem if you
don’t particularly like it.
I find this really hydrates
my skin all day long and has
particularly helped smooth
the backs of my upper arms,
which tend to get especially
dry and irritated in winter.
At £10.49
it won’t break the bank either.
Read more on
www.teatreeoilproduct.co.ukMetique
website

Glam.co.uk Tuesday 11th May 2010
Shout Beauty Awards 2011! | Shout
Metique 100% Pure Tea Tree Oil
Foot note tip to try: My friend Carole
recommends popping an aspirin tablet
into a warm Pedi- bowl of water to fizz
your feet into relaxation, the aspirin
will also soothe swollen achy feet. I
tried this with a drop of Metique TeaTree oil (priced at £8.99 25ml,
available to buy from
http://www.teatreeoilproducts.co.uk/sh
op/consumer-products/tea-tree-oilpure-100-/prod_3.html) for that extra
therapeutic touch. Guess what
Carole? Your easy peasy lemon
squeezy tip works!

The Telegraph Saturday 8th May
2010 and Telegraph.co.uk
Kate Shapland:
Waking up summer skin
THE COMEBACK Tea Tree Oil
Every bathroom cabinet and sponge
bag should hold a bottle of tea tree oil
– it is an excellent natural antiseptic –
and this one, Metique Tea Tree Oil, is
100 per cent pure organic oil from
Australian plantations. Dab sparingly
on bites and skin irritations, or drop it
on to a cold flannel as a compress for
sunburn (£4.99, 01825-890236).

METIQUE® - the Specialists in Tea Tree Oil Products

THE LEGOLOGIST'S
HOLIDAY HEROES 2010
(WITH HELP FROM
YOU):
IF IT'S ON THE LIST IT'S
IN THE CASE ..
(KATE SHAPLAND)
2/ Metique Tea Tree Oil
(bites, burn ..)
the leg room

By ELSA MCALONAN Last updated at
1:49 AM on 8th July 2010
BEE PREPARED
10% Tea Tree Oil
Insect bites and stings are an annoying
possibility in the summer; so avoid nasty
skin flare-ups by packing tea tree oil in
your beauty kit.
Metique 10 per cent Tea Tree Oil, £6.99
(teatreeoilproducts.co.uk) can be used to
ease a multitude of skin irritations,
including scratches, insect bites and
stings. Metique Tea Tree Oil Products
Ltd, Hammonds Green Cottage,
Framfield, East Sussex, TN22 5QH
Te:01825 890236
www.teatreeoilproducts.co.uk

By Daily Mail Reporter. Last update
9.15AM on 5th July 2010.
Tea Tree Oil offers hope of new
effective treatment for skin cancer.
Tea Tree Oil may provide a fast,
cheap and effective treatment for
some skin cancers, according to
scientists (funded by Novasel Pty Ltd,
Brand Owners of METIQUE). Nonmelanoma skin cancer is one of the
most common types of cancer in the
UK, with around 100,000 new cases
diagnosed every year.
University News 29th June 2010

